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Abstract 
This paper embarks on the rendering of Shakespearean metaphors into Arabic. A 
comparison is made between 14 Shakespearean sonnets and two of their Arabic 
translations: one by Badr Tawfeeq and the other by Gabra Ibrahim Gabra. An attempt 
is made to identify and categorize the metaphors that are used in the original poems. 
This is followed by examining the procedures employed by the translators in 
rendering the metaphors into Arabic. Using Larson (1984)'s model as a frame of 
reference, an attempt is made recognize the procedures employed by the two 
translators in rendering the metaphors and to determine the frequency of these 
procedures in the translations. 

1. Introduction 

The translation of literature is a demanding task because literature is based on a 
special use of language that often deviates from normal usage. As Marabout (2010:7) 
has put it, " [l]iterary translation is agreed to be the most challenging form of 
translation.". Metaphor, which is "a distinctive feature of communication" (Ali 
2010:42), has been indispensible in poetry and "could be problematic and difficult to 
render." (Al-Thebyan, et.al. 2011:71). Al-Thebyan, et.al. (2011:71) argue that 
"[t]ranslating cultural metaphors had an added difficulty for translating.". However, 
Asfour (2000:7), who has a different opinion concerning the difficulty of translating 
metaphors, claims that "the difficulties of translating poetry are not really different in 
kind from those encountered in translating literary prose, but only in degree. 
Metaphor is metaphor everywhere, and wordplay requires the same amount of 
ingenuity on the part of the translator… ". 

Needless to say, Shakespeare was fond of metaphors and most of his sonnets are 
based on metaphors which were used "as a literary device [that is] capable of linking 
the author’s imaginative world of experience to that of everyday life." (Marabout 
2010:15). Dolan (2002:27) has counted the number of metaphors in Shakespeare's 
154 sonnets. He found that "no fewer than 46, or nearly a third, of the 154 poems in 
the sequence make use of economic metaphors, a rate of 29.8 percent". These sonnets 
have been translated into several languages, including Arabic. Two 
Arab-translator-poets have rendered Shakespeare's sonnets into Arabic: Badr Tawfeeq 
(www) and Gabra Ibrahim Gabra (1983). The former has translated all the sonnets 
into Arabic, whereas the latter has translated only 40 sonnets. Both of them have 
rendered Shakespearean sonnets into prose, rather than verse. 

The study is concerned with the rendering of metaphors in 14 Shakespearean 
sonnets that are translated by the two translators: Tawfeeq and Gabra. This paper is 
an attempt to examine the types of source language [SL] metaphors manifested in 
these poems and what form they take in the target language [TL]. Using Larson  
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(1984)'s model, I attempted to trace and characterize the 
techniques or procedures used in rendering the identified 
metaphors in the TL. The questions that arise in this respect 
are:  

(a) Have the translators translated the SL metaphors? 
(b) What procedures have been used in the translation? 
(c) Have the procedures preserved the SL 

metaphors/images in the TL? 
(d) Which procedure is most frequently applied? 
Learning the procedures used in the translation of 

metaphors can help enhance the understanding of 
Shakespeare's sonnets. 

2. The Definition of Metaphors 

There are different definitions of metaphor. Newmark 
(1988:95) adopts a traditional definition when he argues that 
the metaphor describes "the object more comprehensively, 
succinctly and forcefully than is possible in literal or 
physical language.". Dikins (2005:228) has given a similar 
traditional definition when he states that the metaphor is 
"…a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is used in a 
non-basic sense, this non-basic sense suggesting a likeness 
or analogy (whether real or not) with another more basic 
sense of the same word or phrase". Similarly, Ali (2010:42) 
has defined it as "the figure of speech in which a comparison 
is made between two seemingly unrelated subjects". Leech 
(1969:151) points out that metaphor "is associated with a 
particular rule of transference, which we may simply call 
the 'Metaphoric Rule', and which we may formulate: F= 
'like L'. That is, the figurative meaning F is derived from 
the literal meaning L in having the sense 'like L', or perhaps 
'it is as if L'.".  

Thus Leech claims that metaphor is different from simile 
in that it does not contain elements such as 'like' or 'as'. For 
example, the line my love is like a red red rose contains a 
simile in which 'my love' is compared to 'a red red rose', the 
ground of comparison being beauty. Note that if the word 
'like' is omitted, the simile is turned into a metaphor: my love 
is a rose. Here, as Alejandro claims, "the word 'rose'; 
expresses a relationship that is both beautiful and thorny but 
does not suggest that "love" is a plant."(Alejandro et al. 2002 
cited in Muhammed 2009:1). 

Other scholars argue that metaphor is a perceptual 
phenomenon. Dent-Read and Szokolsky (1993:227) have 
stated that "the starting point of linguistic metaphor is a 
basic process of seeing or understanding one kind of thing as 
if it were a different kind of thing and that this process is 
fundamentally perceptual.". Both Cruse (2006) and Crystal 
(2008) rely on cognitive semantics in their definition of 
metaphor. Cruse (2006:31), who refers to the theory of 
metaphor developed by Lakoff, defines metaphor as 
"essentially a relation between conceptual domains, 
whereby ways of talking about one domain (the ‘source 
domain’) can be applied to another domain (the ‘target 
domain’) by virtue of ‘correspondences’ between the two.". 

Crystal (2008:98) defines it as " as a process of 
understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another. A 
typical metaphor is a mapping between a better-known, 
more concrete conceptual domain (the ‘source domain’) and 
the conceptual domain which it helps to organize (the ‘target 
domain’).". Similarly, Prandi (2010:306) states that 
metaphor involves "the transfer of a concept into a strange 
conceptual area, which necessarily ends in conceptual 
interaction between strange concepts.".  

Although researchers have exerted a great deal of effort in 
order to establish a definition for metaphors, they have not 
reached a consensus. However, not all of them are keen to 
achieve this goal. For example, van den Broeck (1981:74) 
opts for "an operational definition of 'transferred meaning' 
which says in which forms it manifests itself, which 
purposes it serves and how it is effective.". 

3. Previous Studies 

There are studies that have handled the translation of 
metaphor in many languages. Fadaee  (2011) has used the 
theories of Newmark (1988) and Larson (1984) to study the 
translation techniques of figures of speech in George 
Orwell's 1984 and Animal Farm and their Persian 
translations. Monti (2009:208) has conducted a 
corpus-based study "to investigate the translatability of 
conventional metaphors and, more specifically, whether 
similarities exist among the three translations; whether these 
similarities can be traced back to common linguistic 
structures or cultural heritage" 

Several studies have been concerned with the rendering of 
English metaphors into nonliterary Arabic texts. Eesa 
(2010:60) has employed "componential analysis …as a 
means to interpret metaphors of universal nature and render 
them among languages, in particular those which are 
culturally distant, such as Arabic and English.". Sadkhan 
(2010:72) has investigated "the translatability of colour term 
metaphor from English into Arabic through highlighting the 
status of colour terms whether being a matter of collocation, 
idiomaticity, or both.". Muhammed (2009) has studied the 
translation of medical metaphors into Arabic. It has been 
shown that "the percentage of failure in translating medical 
metaphors into Arabic was higher than that of success." 
(Muhammed 2009:19). Alhassnawi (2007) has used two 
cognitive schemes of the real world and cultural experience 
mapping to characterize the translation of metaphors. 

Some studies have looked into the translation of Arabic 
poetic metaphor into English. Marbout (2010) has 
investigated aesthetic effect in Arabic-English literary 
translation. To achieve this goal, she has compared a sample 
of three literary Arabic texts to their English equivalents. 
The comparison yielded points of similarity and points of 
difference between the SL and TL. Obeidat (1997) has 
studied the translation of Arabic poetic metaphor into 
English, particularly the procedures used in the translation of 
poetic metaphors such as reproducing the SL image in the 
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TL or using a different metaphor with a TL image or 
producing no metaphor. This study is not concerned with the 
translation of metaphors in nonliterary texts (cf. Eesa 2010; 
Sadkhan 2010; Alhasnawi 2007). Nor is it concerned with 
the translation of Arabic poetic metaphor into English (see 
Marbout 2010; Obeidat 1997); rather it is concerned with the 
translation of English poetic metaphors into Arabic.  

4. Data Collection and Methodology 

4.1. Data Collection 

Shakespeare wrote 154 sonnets, which were published in 
the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. Gabra (1983) 
has translated 40 Shakespearean sonnets. Tawfeeq has 
managed to translate all Shakespearean sonnets (total 154 
sonnets). I have selected 14 sonnets (i.e., sonnet 18, 19, 23, 
28, 29, 30, 33, 60, 73, 76, 116, 129, 131, 148). The criteria 
for the selection of these sonnets were based on their 
inclusion in the list of poems translated by the two 
translators and the presence of metaphors in the poems. Thus 
poems that are not tendered by the two translators or do not 
contain any metaphors have been excluded from the sample. 
I started by recognizing and classifying the metaphors of the 
original poems.  

4.2. The Framework 

The identified metaphors have been counted and 
classified according to Leech (1969) in which five basic 
categories are recognized: concretive metaphor, humanizing 
metaphor, animistic metaphor, synaesthetic metaphor and 
dehumanizing metaphor. The concretive metaphor 
"attributes concreteness or physical existence to an 
abstraction. (p.158).The animistic metaphor "attributes 
animate characteristics to the inanimate". (p.158)The 
humanizing metaphor "attributes characteristics of humanity 
to what is not human" (p.158). The synaesthetic metaphor 
"transfers meaning from one domain of sensory perception 
to another" (158). The dehumanizing metaphors "ascribe 
animal or inanimate properties to a human being, [which] 
frequently have a ring of contempt."(Leech 1969:158). 
These categories are said to overlap. As Leech points out, 
personification, whereby an abstraction is figuratively 
represented as human….actually combines all three 
categories."(p.158). Having identified and classified the SL 
metaphors, I proceeded to examine the translated poems 
with the purpose of determining how the procedures used in 
rendering them in the TL.  

The translator of metaphors may rely on these procedures 
in rendering metaphors in the TL. These procedures are 
based on Larson (1984)'s model: 

a Upholding the SL image in the TL. 
b Replacing the SL image with a standard TL image 
c Reducing the metaphor to sense. 
d Translation of metaphor with the same metaphor 

combined with sense. 

e Translating the SL metaphor as a simile 

5. Types of Shakespearean Sonnet 

Metaphor and How they are 

Rendered 

As Prandi (2010:304) states, "[t]here are many different 
kinds of metaphor, with different grammatical, conceptual 
and semantic properties. Each of them represents specific 
problems to the translator.". This section demonstrates the 
types of metaphor (see Leech 1969) that are present in the 
Shakespearean sonnets and shows how they have been 
rendered in the TL.  

5.1. Concretive Metaphor 

1. The concretive metaphor "attributes concreteness or 
physical existence to an abstraction. (Leech 1969:158).The 
following line contains a concretive metaphor in which 
'summer' is treated as a flat or building that is used for a 
limited period of time: 

And summer's lease hath all too short a date (sonnet 18) 
The translation of Tawfeeq does not preserve the 

metaphor, rather it is reduced to sense as in   ىNO PQRSا
 YZ[\. In contrast, Gabra has reproduced the SL image وVQWة
in the TL: ]^Wأ [R`أ ab PQRSا cdeو 

2. The following line also contains a concretive metaphor 
where both translators have used the same procedure: 
upholding the SL image in the TL: 

Makes black night beauteous, and her old face new. 
(sonnet 23) 

Here something abstract such as 'black night' is described 
as concrete with new face. Therefore, the metaphor is 
concretive. Both translators have upheld the SL image in the 
TL. Thus Tawfeeq has referred to the darkness of night as 
attractive and new NO moplاد اakla\ mQ^S، ووaiiW اcgcW hgcdSاً  . 
Similarly, Gabra has used the phrase beautiful and young 
face in his rendering of the line as in   qbو akrs ]tauv\ qb mopg
aQk\ aiWز وNpoSا ]iWو. .               

3. Similarly, the following line contains a concretive 
metaphor: the phrase 'our minutes' is described as something 
moving fast towards its end: 

So do our minutes hasten to their end; (sonnet 60) 
Both translators have upheld the SL metaphor: the word 

hasten has been rendered as  ع[rl  by Tawfeeq and as poyl m
 [QrSا by Gabra 

4. The following lines contain an extended concretive 
metaphor in which an abstraction (love) is treated as 
something concrete and capable of bending. Rather, it is a 
fixed mark that is not shaken by winds. Furthermore, it is 
compared to the star that prevents ships from going astray: 

Or bends with the remover to remove: 
O, no! it is an ever-fixed mark, 
That looks on tempests and is never shaken; 
It is the star to every wandering bark, (sonnet 116) 
Both translators have preserved the SL image as in 
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Gabra                                                      Tawfeeq 
����� ���� 	�
 	���.أو إ����  �� زوا�� ��                     .أو �+#� را()' �&%وال #"!  � 

5، إ2?' ا�<= إ>'رة :! 9�78                           أوا6، 5، إ�2 #1 / أ0!�/ ا�.�'ت  
%#%ع،FA:= ا�DEاBC دون أن DE&� FG"A                             8AاBC وA 5@8% أ0!ا،  
،/?K'@ا� �LMا� NO� PQ"إ�2 ا�                             ،/?K'@ا� �LM8!ل �0 ا�MA PQ2 Dه  

5. These lines also provide us with a concretive metaphor 
in which 'time' is ascribed the properties of something as 
concrete as a sickle or scythe, which is used in cutting 
everything that comes close to it. 

Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 

Within his bending sickle's compass come; (sonnet 116) 
Both translators have upheld this SL image:  

Gabra                                                 Tawfeeq 
S(� 72'آ D� �8U ،� %0/ ا�DEا�<= أ�                 VW�و�)S ا�<= أ(<Dآ/ ا�% �، وإن   

    /�X!ا6 و9�6F ا�Dردى ،                                      >L'ه� وX!ود6 ا�Dرد  
                                ،/Wَ��_/  "Q&� ا�ُ?ْ[ِ: `a /E:ا�?"<"� وا �&Q"  ى!  �a  

5.2. Humanizing Metaphor 

1. The humanizing metaphor "attributes characteristics of 
humanity to what is not human" (Leech 1969:158).The 
following line has a humanizing metaphor where a 
nonhuman is given the attributes of a human being. Death 
here is described as a human being that is capable of 
bragging; it also has a shade. Thus something abstract has 
been considered as a human being: 

Nor shall death brag thou wander'st in his shade, (sonnet 
18) 

Tawfiq has ignored the translation of the word 'brag'.  5و
��1b `a c�D]� However, he has reproduced a ا�?Dت �V(]8M أن 
concretive metaphor. In contrast, Gabra has upheld the SL 
image, describing death as being able to brag  [z{g  and as  
having a shade 'm|'.،�&b �a فD]A c2e0 تD?ا� FfL�  و�� 

2. These lines contain an extended humanizing metaphor 
in which 'time' is described as a human being that is capable 
of carving and drawing with an antique pen: 

O! carve not with thy hours my love's fair brow, Nor draw 

no lines there with thine antique pen; (sonnet 19) Both 
translators have preserved the SL image in the TL: Tawfique 
has rendered these lines as 

،}tا[Sا ~�s qQ�W �laear� [ْ{vl � 
hgcdSا �u^d� a�N�� ]Q^e hO[l و� 

And Gabra has translated them as: 
 إagك أن ��Q�s qQ�W �laear� V{vl اa�NSء

،hgcdSا �u^d� a�N�� ]Q^e hO[l أو 
3. This is another humanizing metaphor in which the 

thoughts are described as a group of men or women who 
make a pilgrimage to a holy place. Thus the metaphor is 
humanizing. Also there is a metaphor in the reverse direction: 
a dehumanizing metaphor which "ascribe animal or 
inanimate properties to a human being" (Leech 1969:158). A 
pilgrimage is often made to a holy place. Here "a zealous 
pilgrimage" is made to his love. His love is treated as 
something sacred. 

For then my thoughts--from far where I abide-- Intend a 

zealous pilgrimage to thee (sonnet 23), 
The translator Tawfeeq has failed to reproduce the SL 

image; rather, he has reduced it to sense:   �ًgN� �ًQsي رNkl
،�QSإ aًruvyb. In contrast, Gabra has opted to reproduce the SL 
image in the TL:  cdyb نaug�� �QSإ �v^S �{kSا �Qil  

4. The following line involves a humanizing metaphor 
that has been rendered differently by the translators: 

But day by night and night by day oppressed, (sonnet 28) 
Here day and night are compared to human beings who 

are oppressing one another. Thus the metaphor is 
humanizing. The translator Tawfeeq has reduced the 
metaphor to sense: day and night are chasing each other, that 
is, day is overtaking night and night is overtaking day as in 
 qb �s�yg ]k�S In contrast, Gabra اaikSر إ�S اmQ^S، وqb اmQ^S إ�S اaikSر
has managed to reproduce the SL image of oppression as in 
 ��og mب اmQ^S اaikSر، واaikSر اmQ^S؟

5. This line contains a humanizing metaphor in which 
earth is given the attributes of a human being who is angry 
and unwilling to smile: 

From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate; (sonnet 
29) 

Tawfeeq has upheld the SL image when he rendered the 
phrase 'sullen earth' as YkgVvSا�رض ا whereas Gabra has 
reduced it to sense when he rendered it as ا�رض cbaآ �^e qb 

6. The following line has a humanizing metaphor in which 
'remembrance' is dealt with as someone who is ordered to 
come to or be present at a particular place: 

I summon up remembrance of things past, (sonnet 30) 
Only Tawfeeq has upheld the SL image when he renders 

the expression "summon up remembrance…" as  ~ecyOا
��dا� ~ySء اaQرات ا��aآ�l. Gabra, however, has resorted to 
sense as in ا��NuSر اNbت ا�ag[ذآ [�vyOا qQs 

5.3. Animistic 

1. The animistic metaphor "attributes animate 
characteristics to the inanimate". (1969:158). In this line the 
metaphor is animistic: the 'poem', which is inanimate, is 
described as animate; that is, something alive and is capable 
of giving life to others: 

So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. (sonnet 18).  
Both translators have upheld the SL image in the TL. Thus 

Tawfeeq has rendered it as '(U FEgه+ا ا�  and Gabra as  ه+ا 
'(>(h !(iWا� 

2. The following line contains an animistic metaphor: the 
metaphor here is animistic: Time, something abstract, is 
being described as a fierce animal that disable the lion's 
paws and the tiger's jaws: 

Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion's paws (sonnet 19) 
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Both translators have preserved the SL image in the TL: 
for Tawfeeq, 'devouring time' is rendered as   " qbVSا
"اy{uS]س and for Gabra, it is hiy^uSن اabVSا 

3. The time metaphor is extended to the following lines 
where it is described as swift-footed. Thus time, which is an 
abstraction, is referred to as a swift-footed animal that is 
capable of devouring its preys. So the metaphor is animistic: 

And do whate'er thou wilt, swift-footed Time, (sonnet 19) 
Both translators have kept the SL image in the TL. 

Tawfeeq has rendered it as ��zSا }g[rSا qbVSا and Gabra as  ag
��zSا £Q¤s a�abز 

4. This is the last line of sonnet 19. It contains an animistic 
metaphor: his love, a human being, will live in his verse. The 
verse is described as home where his love resides: 

My love shall in my verse ever live young (sonnet 19) 
Both translators have reproduced this metaphor in the TL: 

for Tawfeeq, the love will remain alive in the poems  �d�QO
cا�� �Sإ a�aي، و�ctaR` ~\ aQs ~�s and for Gabra, the love will 
live young in poetry   a�a� ��Q�s aQvQO ركNW h¥رcا�� �Sى إ[o� �\  

5. This line has an animistic metaphors in which 
'judgment' is compared to an animal that has run away. 

Or, if they have, where is my judgment fled, (sonnet 148) 
Both translators have not preserved the SL metaphor. 

Rather, they have reduced it to sense: 
                   Tawfeeq   

،����
�ر�� ��� ا
��� ا� ��  وإذا &	 آ	�� �$ى، �"�! ا
                   Gabra 

� راح ادراآ� ا
)ى    �أو إن آ	�� �-�,	ن، �"�!   

5.4. Synaesthetic Metaphor 

1. The synaesthetic metaphor "transfers meaning from 
one domain of sensory perception to another" (Leech 
1969:158). Here the expression "to hear with eyes" instead 
of to see with eyes is an example of synaesthetic metaphor in 
which meaning is transferred from the domain of sight (i.e. 
eye) to the domain of hearing (i.e. to hear): 

To hear with eyes belongs to love's fine wit. (sonnet 23) 
Both translators have upheld the SL image: the expression 

"to hear with eyes" has been rendered as 
                    Tawfeeq 

.���/

��	ع 2	
���1! &! ���ن ا
�0 ا	�.  
Gabra 

.ا
��	ع 2	
�1! �7&. ا
�0 ا
)آ� ا
�$ه5  
2. In the following line, the metaphor, which is triggered 

by the phrase 'sweet love' is synaesthetic in which the 
meaning from the taste domain is transferred to another 
domain. 

For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 
(sonnet 29) 

Tawfeeq has rendered it  �Q`[Sا ��s, which is an example 
of sense reduction, whereas Gabra has upheld the image 
when he renders the phrase as  �i¦Sاك اNه 

3. In the following line, the expression 'sweet silent 
thought' involves synaesthetic metaphor in which the 
meaning from the domain of taste and hearing is transferred 
to an abstract domain: 

When to the sessions of sweet silent thought (sonnet 30) 
Both translators have not fully upheld the SL image: 

Tawfeeq has rendered the expression (qآarSا mQupSا [�{Sا) in 
such a way that the meaning from the domain of taste 
("sweet") is replaced with the meaning from the domain of 

sight (mQupSا'beautiful'). In contrast, Gabra has ignored the 
translation of the word "sweet" and has rendered it as \ر ا�a�
 اaybaRSت

5.4. Dehumanizing 

The dehumanizing metaphors "ascribe animal or 
inanimate properties to a human being, [which] frequently 
have a ring of contempt."(Leech 1969:158). The following 
line contains a dehumanizing metaphor in which a human 
being is given the attributes of a heavenly body that can 
replace stars in heaven. 

When sparkling stars twire not thou gild'st the even. 
(sonnet 28) 

Both translators have kept the SL image intact as in 
Tawfeeq's rendering .(U ،c2e0� V]8MA 5 ا�"DQم، QMEA! ا�M?'ء    

   and in Gabra's rendering ' !"# ء'?M&� /"�أ:Dل إVgA c2 ز
،/l�m8?م ا�DQ"ا� '@"# =Q8>A      

6. Procedures for the Translation of 

Metaphors 

Four procedures have been employed in the translations 
of Shakespeare's metaphors: a. Upholding the SL image in 
the TL. b. Replacing the SL image with a standard TL image. 
c. Reducing the metaphor to sense. d. Translation of 
metaphor with the same metaphor combined with sense. The 
procedure concerning the translation of the SL metaphor as a 
simile is not attested in the sample. The following are some 
samples from the translations of Tawfeeq and Gabra, which 
illustrate how the data have been analyzed: 

6.1. Upholding the SL image in the TL 

Here we have a humanizing or animistic metaphor in 
which the image is that of heaven with eyes, like human 
beings or animals: 

Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, (sonnet 18) 
Both translators Badr Tawfeeq and Gabra have 

reproduced the SL image in the TL as in Tawfeeq's �(# قFgA
qQe اaurSء              ً              ا�M?'ء أF>0  '2'(Uارة >!�!ة   and Gabra's  �(#2' وp ء'?Mا�

=@8&  q(W0 قFgA  ْ  

6.2. Replacing the SL Image with a Standard 

TL Image 

In the following line, which contains a concretive 
metaphor, the translators have used a TL metaphor instead of 
the SL metaphor: 

For precious friends hid in death's dateless night, (sonnet 
30) 

In this line 'death' is presented as a hiding place for 
'precious friends'. Note that 'death' in this metaphor is a 
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passive element which functions as a dark place; the friends 
took the initiative and managed to hide in the dark place. 
Tawfeeq and Gabra have replaced the SL image with a TL 
one. Tawfeeq has replaced it with a descriptive metaphor  

\� |�b[ اrS]cbى �S ا�a`cZء اN¨SاS~ اN� qg�Sاهh اNuSت  where 
'death' is an active element that folded the precious friends 
and    restored them in its dark box. In contrast, Gabra has 
used a different descriptive metaphor  hهa{أ� ©vRSا hQus �^e

mQS تNuSا qb ،�^pkg �  where the 'night' set out to hide the 
friends out of death's sight. 

6.3. Reducing the Metaphor to Sense 

The following lines have an extended metaphor which is 
"a metaphor which is developed by a number of different 
figurative expressions, extending perhaps over several lines 
of poetry" (Leech 1969:159). Here a glorious morning is 
given the attributes of a human being such as flattering and 
kissing. Also the mountain tops are capable of being 
flattered: 

Full many a glorious morning have I seen 
Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye, 

Kissing with golden face the meadows green (sonnet 33) 
Note that Tawfeeq has resorted to sense reduction when 

he translated the SL image expressed in this line Flatter the 

mountain tops with sovereign eye as  لa�pSا hu` �^e aiSauW ~{�l
 kSa�. Gabra also has reduced the metaphor to sense¬]ة ا»O]ة
when he rendered it as YQ�^b qQo� لa�pSا hu` �e[g. As it has been 
shown, the morning is described as a human being with a 
face that is used in kissing the green meadows. This has been 
upheld by Tawfeeq when he rendered it as  ~ه��Sا aiiWN� mُ®�dَlُ
 In contrast, Gabra has reduced it to sense as .اNirSل ا�zS]اء
evidenced in  ذه�� ]WN� وج[uSا [�� aut�  

6.4. Translation of Metaphor with the same 

Metaphor Combined with Sense 

Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel. (sonnet 131) 
Here the poet is comparing his love to the fairest most 

precious jewels. This is not used to convey a ring of 
contempt as Leech (1969) claims. Rather, it indicates that he 
considers his love very beautiful and valuable. Note how 
Tawfeeq has qualified the meaning by adding the word aoQuW  

Gabra                        Tawfeeq 
.أ�8: وأ��9 �8ه$ة                     أ�8: ا
/�اه$ وأ79ه	 1��8	  

7. Analysis and Discussion 

These sonnets contain 36 metaphors, which fall into five 
categories: concretive, humanizing, animistic, synaesthetic 
and dehumanizing metaphors. The humanizing metaphor 
comes first, recurring 16 times, with the frequency count of 
42.1%. It is followed by concretive metaphors which recurs 
10 times, its frequency count being 26.3%, then animistic 
metaphors recurring 6 times with the frequency count of 
15.8% and the synaesthetic and dehumanizing metaphors, 
each recurring 3 times with the frequency count of 7.9%.  

Each translator has translated 36 metaphors of different 

types. The two translators have used three procedures in 
dealing with these metaphors: reproducing the SL image in 
the TL, reducing the metaphor to sense, and reproducing the 
SL image combined with sense. Only one of them (Tawfeeq) 
has replaced the SL metaphor with a TL one. In no time has 
any of the two translators used other procedures or strategies 
such as replacing the metaphor with a simile. 

 

Fig 1. types of metaphor. 

Table 1 demonstrates Tawfeeq's and Gabra's application 
of the translation procedures. It shows that both translators 
have relied heavily on reproducing or upholding the SL 
image in the TL. But Gabra has used it (31 times or 86.11%) 
more than Tawfeeq (28 times or 77.7%). Tawfeeq has used 
the procedure of reducing the metaphor to sense 6 times, 
with the frequency count of 16.7%, whereas Gabra has used 
it 4 times, with the frequency count of 11.11%. As for the 
procedure of reproducing the SL image with sense, each 
translator has employed it once, the frequency count being 
2.8% for each procedure. These results are compatible with 
the claim presented in Al-Thebyan et al. (2011:65) 
concerning Gabra's translation of Shakespeare's works in 
which "he [Gabra] generally uses the prosaic and literal 
methods of translation.". However. Al-Thebyan et al. 
(2011:71) have criticized Gabra for preferring the procedure 
of reproducing the SL image in the TL to the procedure 
which reduces metaphor to sense as in this excerpt from the 
Tempest: 

Table 1. the procedures of metaphor translation. 

Trans 
Reduce to 

sense 

reproduce 
the SL 
image 

Replace 
it with a 

TL 

Rep the SL 
imag with 

sense 

To
tal 

Taw 6  (16.7%) 28 (77.7%) 1 (2.8%) 1 (2.8) 36 

Gab 4 (11.11%) 31(86.11%)  1 (2.8) 36 

Total 10 (13.8) 59 (82) 1 (1.4%) 2 (2.8%) 72 

Prospero: .... Which raised in me 
An undergoing stomach, to bear up 

Against what should ensue. (2.1. lines. 156-8) 
It has been claimed that Gabra's rendering of the 

expression "an undergoing stomach" [Lit. "solid stomach"] 
as "mi'da saamida" is not acceptable because it does not have 
a clear meaning. In fact, this criticism is not viable, for it 
fails to differentiate between different translation procedures 

types of met
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or strategies. Gabra used the procedure of reproducing the 
SL image in SL. Al-Thebyan et al.(2011:71) would prefer 
another procedure when they "suggest the Arabic "mimmaa 
maddani bish- shajaa'a wal-israar" [Lit. "that gave me 
courage and insistence"]". 

 

Fig 2. Translation procedures. 

It is also possible to determine which procedures are 
prevalent in the translations of Shakespearean sonnets. As 
figure 2 shows, upholding the SL image in the TL is the most 
common procedure that is applied in the two translations 
with the frequency count of 82%. This is followed by the 
procedure which reduces metaphor to sense, with the 
frequency count of 13.8%. The procedure of Reproducing 
the SL image combined with sense comes third in the 
frequency count (2.0%). The least frequently applied 
procedure was that of replacing the SL metaphor with a TL 
metaphor, which has the frequency count of 1.4%. The 
translators, however, have not used the procedure in which 
an SL metaphor is translated into a simile.  

The procedure or strategy of upholding the SL image in 
the TL is quite appropriate for preserving all the nuances of 
the SL image, including the emotive power accompanying 
the image. As Abou-Bakr (1999:388) points out, "the 
translation of figurative language aims more at producing 

figurative language that has parallel emotional power.". 
Since both translators embarked on rendering poetry into 
Arabic, they were keen to reproduce the figurative language 
along with its emotive aspect. Following Mahfouz 
(1999:487), the translator of poetry is torn between two tasks: 
"a translator of verse will produce the poetic form native to 
the source text in the target one, or create a form that is 
considered equivalent in its artistic and metaphysical 
values.". This explains why the sense procedure, which has 
the frequency count of 13.8%, were not as frequently 
applied as the procedure relying on upholding the SL 
metaphor, which has the frequency count of 82%.  

As shown in figure 2, the procedure of replacing SL 
metaphors with TL ones has had the least frequency, with a 
score of 1.4%. This finding against the characterization of 
metaphorical translation (Shunnaq 1999:16) as involving 
"the translation of SL metaphors into TL metaphors.". 

Thus the paper has answered all the questioned raised in 
section 3. The translators, Tawfeeq and Gabra, have dealt 
with the metaphors used in the SL and have employed 
certain procedures to render them into TL: (a) upholding the 
SL metaphor in the TL, (b) reducing the SL metaphor to 
sense, (c) reproducing the SL metaphor combined with sense, 
and (d) replacing the SL metaphor with a TL one. Note that 
no metaphor has been translated as a simile in the sample. 
There is little difference between the two translators as to the 
most preferred procedure: the frequency count of the first 
procedure in Tawfeeq's translation is 77.7% and in Gabra's 
86.11%. The overall frequency count of the first procedure is 
82%. As a consequence of this procedure, the category of 
most metaphors (e.g. humanizing, concretive etc.) have been 
preserved. 

The 14 Sonnets along with the Two Translations: Tawfeeq's Translation is 

on the Right; Gabr's on the Left 

Sonnet 18 

Gabra                                            Tawfeeq 
 

هqb m �¬ـW ~\ [ٍQـqQ� �Sau أagم اQ�[Sـْ{     PQRS؟هm أ`aر�َ� �NQم qb أagم ا  
 

Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? 

 

Y`ر [¤وأآ �Sذ qb ©ّsأ�َ� أ                             }ْQ�g � ا�cyeا واNًvZ ]kb �iأ�� أ�ـ m�  
Thou art more lovely and more temperate: 

 

eا[�� PRol YQOadSح اag[Sة،اVgVoSا Ngab h       Yْ�Q�vSاتِ ا[QَهV̧Sa� PRِolَ فNO abًNg ºg[Sa\  
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 

 
ِ̈ـake ©ُQ ذا اoَ�ُ }Q�[SـaW» cَQلٍ `]�gـYْ                    و�QS \~ اNO PQRSى \]YZ وVQWة gَو  

And summer's lease hath all too short a date: 
 

وau�[S اOـoyَ]تْ �akر اa\» �u¦Sقُ اaurSءْ              l¦]ق qQe اaurSء أv� aً�aQs]ارة �cgcة،  

Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 
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وabًNg au�[S ��¦ـ]lـai ذوَى ذاك اRS}ـaءْ              و¥QRg ab aً�Sa] ه�ا اNSه� ا�Sه�~ aًuyob؛  

And often is his gold complexion dimmed, 
 
،ab abNg aiyeرو aike ���yl aه[O¾� Yeو[Sوالْ       واV^S auًys قargُوي وVـkQـO لaupSا mآ  

And every fair from fair sometime declines, 
 

��YoQ اQ¨yl c` ~yS] دورail �� ا�a¬yمSر أو اcdSa�     ْلavـS ٍلaـs qb ]Q^e نabVSةُ ا[tور داcُlو  

By chance, or nature's changing course untrimmed: 
 

Zَ q�SـNvك cb[Oي¿ �gَ �QSوي أو Vgولْ                           QZ q�S}� ا�g qS cSazSوي أ�cا  
But thy eternal summer shall not fade, 

 

،]�^ul ي�Sا qrvSا qb ]gcS ab cd{g لَ و�                أوaupSـ^�~ ه�ا اrlُ qS ْولÀg c` ك[Q¨S  

Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st, 
 

]S�| ~\ �gN�g أن }Q�yrg تNuSدى               و� ا[Sا mَُ̂|ُ ]� �¬vl �\ ~`a�Sا �kـrs �ِS  

Nor shall death brag thou wander'st in his shade, 
 

�] اcSazSةOا� ~\ qbVSا }b [��l abcke             mا�cَSa� Yِgcb[rSرِ اN�NOف �d�g \~ اrSـ  

When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st, 
 

ab دام إ�rـaنٌ �kQSـÂَ أو QeـNنٌ راtـau\          YْQ داS �b^�¦] أ�}aس yl]دد وNQeن l]ى،  
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 

 

\rـe qَgc^zy^� اcَuSى �qQ اvS]وفِ ا�d�QO          YْQ`a�S ه�ا اaQs [o¦S، و\Q[ aQs �Sة أ�]ى  
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

 

Sonnet 19 

Gabra                                            Tawfeeq 
 

،cOا� qÃا[� hُ¤^g ،س[y{uSا qbVSا                                   iy^uSن اabVSا aigأ،£Q^Sا ©Sazb h^Ãأ ،h  
Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion's paws 

 
�qQ�Q؛Sا aءهakأ� hiy^l ا�رض mopgو                               aiQk� N^s hiy^l ا�رض moWوأ  

And make the earth devour her own sweet brood; 
 

،ÄsNyuSا [ukSا �\ qb ة[la�Sن اakOع ا�Vykg                    ا��NuSا ]�NQ� س[¦Sا [ukSا �\ qb }^y`وا  
Pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger's jaws, 

 

�Nل اai� [uoS                                 وvg]ق اadkoSء اuouS]ة \~ دaitab؛g إذ aibء \� دadkoSق ا[sوأ.  
And burn the long-lived phoenix in her blood; 

 

~�ul aukQ� ،Y{OÀuSة واcQorSل اNR{Sا }kRg               ،ءa�[Sة واc¦Sا qb لNR{� ،ae[rb [�ol إذ ،�Wو  
Make glad and sorry seasons as thou fleet'st, 

 

،��zSا }g[rSا qbVSا �Sذ ،cg[l �kآ ab mآ mo{gو ،ae[rb أ��         ��zSا £Q¤s a�abز ag �Å� ab mo\ا m�  
And do whate'er thou wilt, swift-footed Time, 

 

،Y^tاVSا Æ�tا�S mوآ ،}QONSا hSaoSا �Sوى                         إ�QO N^s qb aiQ\ ab mوآ aQ�cSا }OاN�—  
To the wide world and all her fading sweets; 

 

Yea¦�Sا Y¨Sa� ةcsوا Yug[W qe �okbأ ~kk�S               e كai�� أ�� [Q¥ةcsء واaok� Yug[W q.  
But I forbid thee one most heinous crime: 

 

                   ،}tا[Sا ~�s qQ�W �laear� [ْ{vl � ءa�NSا ��Q�s qQ�W �laear� V{vl ك أنagإ  
O! carve not with thy hours my love's fair brow, 
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��u^d� a�N اhgcdS؛                 � ]Q^e hO[l و�  ،hgcdSا �u^d� a�N�� ]Q^e hO[l أو  
Nor draw no lines there with thine antique pen; 

 

Æا[pb P^yl دون أن ad\cyb ]ُeد                              ،�^Q�O �\ ءة إذ أ��Nr� ]rul و�  
Him in thy course untainted do allow 

 

o� ء~pg qb ]g�yvQO ي�Sل اaupSذج اNu� mWأ qba�c         WذNuوم أ�cg ��Sa YbدadSل اaQWÉS لaup^S  
For beauty's pattern to succeeding men.  

 

وq�S، ا\�Å� ab [� mo اaig اabVSن اiS]م،     \]¥h إaOءhÃ :،�l ا\mo أNOأ �gcS ab أaig اqbVS اNpoSز  
Yet, do thy worst old Time: despite thy wrong, 

 

 ~\ aQs ~�s �d�QOcا�� �Sإ a�aي، و�ctaR`                   cا�� �Sى إ[o� �\ a�a� ��Q�s aQvQO ركNW h¥ر  
My love shall in my verse ever live young 

 -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - 

Sonnet 23 

Gabra                                            Tawfeeq 
 

آe qdyg hS m¤uu^� اruS]ح `SN[         آQ¥ m¤uu] k\ qb q�uyb[ Y�¦� �^e اruS]ح،  
As an unperfect actor on the stage, 

 
qe ]W[zg دورazb ]W[zl                     ]\N� Æو\[ qe دورÆ اuS]NOم،  

Who with his fear is put beside his part, 
 

،]S cs � ©�¨� º\a� ©Qأو آ¦~ء ره                  ©�¨Sا ]uzlر اa� انNQvأو آ  
Or some fierce thing replete with too much rage, 

 
وإذا ز�Q\       ،]�^` Po�g ]lN` h[ و\]ة qb اNdSة اai�saZ ©^` Po�l ~yS؛  

Whose strength's abundance weakens his own heart; 
 

ه��ا أ�cgVb qb a\N� ،a اYd¤S، أ��r                   أ�cd\ ~\ ،aان اr{k� Yd¤S~،ه��ا   
So I, for fear of trust, forget to say 

 
،©vSا [tao� qe ة[�ouSا YdQ`cSت اau^�Sل اN`أن أ �rى،   أ�NiSا [tao� �\ لau�Sا ºtاcb ���  

The perfect ceremony of love's rite, 
 

�g ~�s ةN`و،mvu�l أتc� aiو أ�c                           �eاclأ ��s hو آ¾�� \� ز�cوأ�  
And in mine own love's strength seem to decay, 

 
~¥a�Sا ~�s ءa�e¾� aiykv� ذ زادت.                        ��s ةN�O qb hZa` ء©o� �uvb  

O'ercharged with burthen of mine own love's might. 
 

 q�y^\ - [Q�oySا ~\ ailرaib يctaRdS -                      �y¥�� إذ ذاك �lا[¬� q�y^\ أ�  
O! let my looks be then the eloquence 

 
واNrSا�� اaybaRSت cRSرى اavSآ�                N�ySن رcZ ]� ÄQpg auS YybaZ �Oري،  

And dumb presagers of my speaking breast, 
 

وه� NW[l اa� ©vSرYe، وykl¬] اVpSاء،                   �uy^g اvS©، وmb¾g \~ اVpSاء، ا�Sي  
Who plead for love, and look for recompense, 

 
[Q�oySض \~ اa\أ auSa� ي�Sن اar^Sذاك ا qb [¤أآ.      Æ[Q�aol �\ ai`a\ ى�Sن اar^Sذاك ا qb [¤أآ.  

More than that tongue that more hath more express'd. 
 

\�baRSا ©vSا ]�y�g ab أ[dl أن h^oyy^:                  ،Yu^آ auدو� aybaZ ©vSا ]�y�g ab h^ol أ�  
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O! learn to read what silent love hath writ: 
 

Pه[uSآ~ ا�Sا ©vSا Yb�e qQoSa� عaurSا.               Y^QupSا ©vSن اNk\ qb qQkQoSa� عaurSa\.  
To hear with eyes belongs to love's fine wit. 

 

Sonnet 27 

Gabra                                            Tawfeeq 
 
إذا ab اc�Sح أ��aQe أ�e[O إ�S \]ا��            b]هqb aًd اc�Sح، «�� �}aًe[rb ~r إg[O �S]ي،  

Weary with toil, I haste me to my bed, 
 

Q�vSا Ysا[Sل،اas[ySا ai�iأ� ~ySا crpSء اa�e� Y�        ،aiSas[y� تa�ikuSء اa�eÉS VgVoSا c`[uSا Nوه  
The dear repose for limbs with travel tired; 

 
~Oرأ ~\ Y^sأ رc�l �tcke                                         �Oرأ mدا� aهcke أc�l Y^sر q�Sو  

But then begins a journey in my head 

 
.m¨¦l ذهco� �k أن `�� اhrpS �¨^[                       vyrl£ ذاآ]cke ~l ا�aiyء أaueل اc�Sن؛  

To work my mind, when body's work's expired:  
 

،hQ`أ £Qs cQo�Sا ai�a�b qb ،ريa�\ا، \�ن أ�iS                 ،cQo� ى¾� qb �^e Y��aه ،�tcke ا�]ىNz\  
For then my thoughts--from far where I abide-- 

 
،�QSإ aًruvyb �ًgN� �ًQsي رNkl                                  cdyb نaug�� �QSإ �v^S �{kSا �Qil  

Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee, 
 
،Ygaik^S YsNy{b سaokSا ai�^¨g ~ySا ~�NQe نN{W YQd�b    �kb نa{Wا� cipb �d�lو ���kl � YsNy{b—  

And keep my drooping eyelids open wide, 
 

.وأ�a أر�N إ�S |�م هg[�^S N] آg ab m]ى                Y`cvb \~ |�م m¤b اS¬�م ا�Sي g]اÆ ا��ue؛  
Looking on darkness which the blind do see: 

 
~sرو Æا[l ي�Sا ~SaQzSا ci¦uSa\ ،�Sا ذce auQ\               �r{� �� Ye[¦uSل اaQzSة ا[QR� أن �NS  

Save that my soul's imaginary sight 
 

،qQoSا aاه[l � Ygرؤ ~\ �{Q� ُم®cdَgُ                              �SaQ� PQ� PQ{�Sى ا[R� �^e ض[ol  
Presents thy shadow to my sightless view, 

 
،YQv�� Y^QS ~\ Yd^ouSرة اcSaآ                                  ©Qه[Sا mQ^Sا �bدا �\ �^e [هNpSaآ Nوه  

Which, like a jewel hung in ghastly night, 
 

.NO moplاد اakla\ mQ^S، ووaiiW اcgcW hgcdSاً               aQk\ aiWز وNpoSا ]iWو qbو akrs ]tauv\ qb mopg.  
Makes black night beauteous, and her old face new. 

 
،~lag[ذآ mQ^Sو\~ ا ،~SaZر أوaikSى \~ ا[l ا�]ى           ه��اN�  mQ^Sو� \� ا �ta�eر أaikSا �\ �\  

Lo! thus, by day my limbs, by night my mind, 
 

~lا�S Æcdy\أ au^¤b ،�^Wأ qb وءciSا cdy\أ £Qs            .  Ysا[� hpyrl—�kbو �kb ©�r�.  
For thee, and for myself, no quiet find. 

 

Sonnet 28 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

cQorSا cioSا �Sد إذن إNeأ PQء                                                  آ~kد \� آ]ب هNeإذن أن أ �S أ��  
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How can I then return in happy plight, 
 

�Ysا[Sا Yuo� qb �b[s abco                                                     ،aiyb[s Ysا[Sا ctاN\ ى�Sا aا�  
That am debarred the benefit of rest? 

 
،mQ^Sا ]{{zg � رaikSا ḩ¥و                                                       qe mQ^Sوح ا[g � qQs ،رaikSاب ا�e  

When day's oppression is not eas'd by night, 
 
��og mب اmQ^S اaikSر، واaikSر اmQ^S؟                  qb �s�yg ]k�S اaikSر إ�S اmQ^S، وqb اmQ^S إ�S اaikSر،  

But day by night and night by day oppressed, 
 

�aن ا»�]،^rS hg[¥ ]أ� h¥ر ،auikb mا»�]،                                 وآ h�s وce auiQ^أن آ h¥ر ،auوآ�ه  
And each, though enemies to either's reign, 

 
~�g�ol �^e aeauWا»�] إ º\aRg                                            ،��g�ol �^e a`a{lن اav\aRyg  

Do in consent shake hands to torture me, 
 

اNSاc�Sa� csح، وا»�] �op^� أ��cs                                           Nهc�Sa� auح، واN�¦Sa� ~�a¤Sىأ  
The one by toil, the other to complain 

 
.c� qbة آaQtakyb ،�sc أ�cا ab c¦S                                    �ke أ�ae~، وأ�ab aزco�b �ke �Sا؟  

How far I toil, still farther off from thee.  
 

Ypi�Sa� ٌءaإ�� و� ،ÆcoOر ، آ~ أaik^S لN`أ                            ،]S ءaإر� }¦o¦l ر ا��aik^S لN`أ  
I tell the day, to please him thou art bright, 

 
��z اvrS© اaurSء،و                                وإ�� h^¬l abcke [Qkl اtavrS© اaurSء؛S au^آ akrs ÆN�vl  

And dost him grace when clouds do blot the heaven: 
 

وآ�ا أul^� اmQ^S ا�uO] اaQvuS                    أaً�g أ�]ى اb�| ~\ mQ^S[ اcSا�b اcdouS، ه��ا  
So flatter I the swart-complexion'd night, 

 
bcke ءaur^S Ykgز }¦l ل إ��N`أaike ©pyvl a  

،YÅSÉyuSم اNpkSء                                                           اaurSا cprol ،مNpkSا }�yrl � qQs ،��¾�.  
When sparkling stars twire not thou gild'st the even. 

 
S،�gN� مNg mا�~ آVsأ [Q¤g رaikSا q�                                cQ� ،رai� mا�� آVsد أcug رaikSأن ا  

But day doth daily draw my sorrows longer, 
 

ao`و cّو أ�c�l �Oو�¾ة ا� mopg Y^QS mم آ�¬Sوا.                 Y^QS mآ �kb نapا�� Pea�g mQ^Sوا.  
And night doth nightly make grief's length seem stronger 

 

Sonnet 29 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 
Ìvg qQs �� اcdSر وol]ض �ke أqQe اakSس          N�g qQsن اVzSي QRb]ي وVlدرNQe ~kgن اaW[Sل،  

When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes 
 

��ySas Yd~ اcg[¦Sة،uSا ~ySVe ~\ aب وأ�cذ،                  أ�N�kuSا �Sas وأ��� �y¦sب وc�¾\  
I all alone beweep my outcast state, 

 
cpg �QSى خوأ`]ع «ذان اaurSء اauRSء �R]ا                وأز�e اaurSء اauRSء �Nkاs~ ا�Sي � cpgي،  

And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries, 
 

وا�¬] إ�r{� �S واs qoS¬�                                  ا�¬] إr{� �S~ وأQRb qoS]ي،  
And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 
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،mb�a� ~k¨Sا �Sذ m¤b نNأن أآ aQkuyb                          ،�bأ �kb [¤أ أآ[bا �r{� aQkuyb  

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 
 

bو ،ºb�uSا �{� ]^¤b ~S نN�l وأنa�gأ ]^¤  
aQvb �S آÆaQvu، وSab �S[ qb اvRS© اQ¤�S]،                                              N�gن S~ أa`cZء،  

Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, 
 
q\ �r{kS aQiy¦b ه�ا وapbل ذاك،            Nّlا`aً إq\ �S® ه�ا اmW[S، واkS¬]ة ا�S Y^ba¦Sاك،  

Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope, 
 

`^mQ اau� YeakdS أ�a \� ا�c اyuyS{ �[،                        �ن أآ¤] �corg ab~ أ`kQ�[g aub m~؛  
With what I most enjoy contented least; 

 
،~Sas رadysا \~ اcy¦b رa�\ا� �^l ~\ ق[¨yOأ qQs    ا Æه� �\ aأ� auQ\و�r{� [dysد اaر أآa�\�  

Yet in these thoughts my self almost despising, 
 

،~SاNsل أc�yl �tcke ،�Q\ [�\أ Y\cZو                      �Sav� وإذا ،�Sa�� ة أ��¾p\ [�zl  
Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 

 
YkgVvSا�رض ا ~\ [p{Sا���ج ا cke ة[Î�dُSا m¤b           �^�kl ،º�RSا�}�ق ا cke ة[�dآ  

Like to the lark at break of day arising 
 

lء؛aurSا Yا�N� �^e ~ء وهak¨Sa� Ï ºُ®�rَ                  ءaurSاب اNأ� cke جViyS ،ا�رض cbaآ �^e qb.  
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate; 

 
�ن هNاك اqQs ��[Q¤g �i¦S اذآ]Æ             ا �lآ]��s ÂQ{g~�Q�s ag �l ا�k¨Sa� �Q`[S إذ  

For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 
 

~�QRk� كN^uSا ©QR� دلaأن أ� ]Q\ P�kyOي ا�Sا cvSا �Sإ. .\¾زدرى ckeهa اc�yOال N^uSa� �Sasك     
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 

 

Sonnet 30 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

qآarSا mQupSا [�{Sت اar^W ~\ نNأآ qQs                      ا��NuSر اNbت ا�ag[ذآ [�vyOا qQs  
When to the sessions of sweet silent thought 

 
،��dا� ~ySء اaQرات ا��aآ�l ~ecyOت،                           اaybaRSر اa�\ت ا�aeauyWا �\  

I summon up remembrance of things past, 
 

،�ُ¤v� ]ke aub cgcoSد اady\ا cke ciklأ                           ]SاN� �\ �S¾\ بa� aub [Q¤�Sا �^e ة[rs ciklأ  
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought, 

 
Sا }bو،cgcW qb بcأ� YugcdSا qvu  

:وb{ ا�Vsان اYugcdS أ�cب YoQ� cgcW qb و`�y اqQu¤S:                   اqbVS اVgVoS ا�Sي أcW �� ÆaQsوى  
And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste: 

 
ailدae [Q¥ �^e qQoSا Â¥أن أ }Q�yOأ mه 

،aاه[pb qe                                                      عNbcSا mQO ف[ol q�l hS akQe أ¥]ق �ÅkQs  
Then can I drown an eye, unused to flow, 

 
 �S ا�a`cZء اN¨SاS~ اN� qg�Sاهh اNuSت

hQus �^e اvRS© أ�}aهqb h اNuSت b�| ~\                                           ،�^pkg � mQS[ اrS]cbي،  
For precious friends hid in death's dateless night, 
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،cQo� cbأ �kb �ْvَÎbا ~ySا ©vSا }WاNb ة أ�]ى[b ~��¾\   ،cQo� �kb �iyا� �ySى اNiSان اVsدا أcpb وأ���  
And weep afresh love's long since cancelled woe, 

 
���l ~ySة اcgcoSؤى ا[Sرة اar� �^e حNوأ�. .cd\ �^eان a¦bهYuW c أa� qe �vb|]ىوأN^lع              

And moan the expense of many a vanished sight: 
 

،YQ�auSان اVsÉS نVsأن أ }Q�yOأ mوه                    ���l c` عaWو� }WNlأ �ÅkQs  
Then can I grieve at grievances foregone, 

 
aهcgVl ةcWNb �Sة إcَWِNْbَ qb �ًd¤b ~�bوأ                 ،qp� �Sإ qp� qb �dkyb ،aQO¾yb �Rsوأ  

And heavily from woe to woe tell o'er 
 

،aًd�aO ]ُyُQ�ae ي�Sا qQ�ÉS YQ�VvSا Y^RvuSم،    ه�ي ه~ اcdSا �\ aiQ^e احNkSا qb �¥[\ �ySن اapا�� htاN`  
The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, 

 
[ crg hSد m�` qbوا�Sي أcOدcgcW qb Æ آ¾� .                 ailدcO ab m�` qb ~k�¾آ cgcW qb aدهcOأ.  

Which I new pay as if not paid before. 
 
،©Q�vSا ©saRSا aigأ ،�Q\ ت[�\ NS �Sذ qQ� auQ\ ~kk�S       ،VgVoSا mzSا aigأ ،aهcke �Sa�� [�zl إذ q�Sو  

But if the while I think on thee, dear friend, 
 

©QvkSا ~iykgد̧، و[َyَrْlُ [tarzSا mآ.                                 hSا� ��dkgو ،ai^ض آNol ى[tar�.  
All losses are restor'd and sorrows end. 

 

Sonnet 33 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

oSت اasa�Zا� qb hآaiygء رأai�Sا Y^ba�Sة اcgc                         �e[g aotرا asa�Z �gرأ ab [¤أآ ab  
Full many a glorious morning have I seen 

 
`hu اa�pSل �hu` �^e aiSauW ~{�l                          ،YQ�^b qQo اa�pSل �kSa¬]ة ا»O]ة،  

Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye, 
 

�aut ��] اuS]وج �WN[ ذه��،                                 aiiWN� mُ®�dَlُ ا�Sه�~ اNirSل ا�zS]اء،  
Kissing with golden face the meadows green, 

 
�^~ اcpSاول اaQuQ�Sa� Y�sa¦Sء اaurSوYg؛l                              qb ءaQuQ�� تa�sa¦Sاول اcpSا aه��bءaurSا  

Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy; 
 

ait�yea� داءNrSا ©vr^S ذن¾l ab نae[O aik�S                      N^ol م �¾نNQ¨Sت اau^¬uS ºurg ab نae[Oو  
Anon permit the basest clouds to ride 

 
،}¦uSا aiiWو ºQ�dSا ai{Ãa�l �u�gى                                   وN^oSا ]iWو YuQbcSا aieNup�  

With ugly rack on his celestial face, 
 

وqe ÆaQvb �{zl اaQ�cS و`c هp]ت،                                   \cQo� ~{yzyا qe ه�ا اhSaoS اNipuSر،  
And from the forlorn world his visage hide, 

 
Y�NvRb ب[¨Sا Æaplا ~\ YQ{� mrkl £Qs رaoSا ا�i�                ه�ا ]uÃ�� ب[¨Sا �Sإ �t[b [Q¥ m^ryg Nوه:  

Stealing unseen to west with this disgrace:  
 

ه��ا ذات a�Zح �aآ] أ�]`� ��ru                                     ه��ا أ�]`ْ� �ru~ ذات a�Zح �aآ]  
Even so my sun one early morn did shine, 

 
 m؛��~kQ�W قN\ [RkSل ا�W                                               ،�yi�W قN\ [{¬uSا aitai��  

With all triumphant splendour on my brow; 
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،Ìd\ ةcsوا YeaO ىNO ~S q�l hS aiإ� ،Æa{Oواأ ،q�S            ،إ� �QS YeaO co� ،�OÉS agت و¾{�وaik�S ا�  

But out, alack, he was but one hour mine, 
 

©vrSع اak` ~ke ا»ن ai�ps hÃ                                             �ke مNQ¨Sع اNuW ا�ن aiy�ps c`و.  
The region cloud hath mask'd him from me now. 

 
—Vkgل c` qb aÅQ� �S�Sرهa و�QS                        hS ��s q�S \~ ه�ا Necg ab إ�S هqb YiQk ا�زدراء؛  

Yet him for this my love no whit disdaineth; 
 

�ru��airu اd�S{ اNrSداء إذا ab ا�l س ا�رضNu¦\ 
.\¦Nuس ا�u� ©pyvl qQs ،©pyvl c` aQ�cS اaurSء                                                   ��u اaurSء  

Suns of the world may stain when heaven's sun staineth 

 

Sonnet 34 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

mQuW مNQ� ~klَcْeََذا وauS                                            لaupSا }tم راNQ� �klceذا وauS  
Why didst thou promise such a beauteous day, 

 
،~{�ob اً دونcQo� [\aOأ ~kŷَْoَWَو                               ،�lءa�e ونc� [Qr^S أ�]ج �ky^oWو  

And make me travel forth without my cloak, 
 

،~dg[� �^e ~kuهcg دNOب ا�avrSآ� ا[lو                 ،�� �v^l تau^¬uSم اNQ¨Sع اcl ��S  
To let base clouds o'ertake me in my way, 

 
.وN�Nb �\ �krs �{zlء ¥ai� aً�Was                                aibauءك �^P د��a[ اq{ِoَS؟  

Hiding thy bravery in their rotten smoke? 
 
�qQ� qb m اavrSب إ��QR` YS]ةl أن ~{�g �              auQآ hQ¨Sا qb ز[�l أن �{�g �QS  

'Tis not enough that through the cloud thou break, 
 

،Y{ZaoSا ]yv{S ي�Sا ~iWو qe [�uSا P{pyS             ،PZاNoSa� وب[�uSا �iWو qe [�uSا P{pl  
To dry the rain on my storm-beaten face, 

 
YtciySه�ي ا m¤b qe [QzSa� ثcvyg أن csأ }Q�yrg q^\      ا�iح دواء آcyug qb YuÃ mوه  

For no man well of such a salve can speak, 
 

hÅy^g رaoSا mopl � aik�S ،ح[pSا �Saol ~ySض؟                      ا[uSا qQ� �{¦g ح، و�[pSئ ا[�g  
:                    That heals the wound, and cures not the disgrace: 

 
وab اaQvyOؤك �^ºkug � �^p� �ys                                ،��VvS hr أVsا�~ اcSواء؛  

Nor can thy shame give physic to my grief; 
 

:ور¥h أ�� �aدم، \��ab ~k زOa� �S]ا                             ،YQ`a� ��{ا� ab �lرar� ن�\ �bc� وإن أ��  
Though thou repent, yet I have still the loss: 

 
وأ�O اVe �ruSاء واS Æ^�ى                      ارaQlح ��PQoن أPO ا»cdg � hÃم NOى   

The offender's sorrow lends but weak relief 
 

PQkoSا hÃا� ©Q^Z muvg ي�Sا �S�S. .muvg اqb ©Q^RS هNل اaOÓءة                               
To him that bears the strong offence's cross.  

 
S� aiإ� ،Æأوّا،��s ai\ر�g ~ySع اNbcSا �^l �                   ء�S« ��s ai\ر�g عNbcSا Æه� q�S Æ»  

Ah! but those tears are pearl which thy love sheds, 
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[¦Sل اaueأ Y\aآ qe [Q{�ySوا �kِ̈ Sوه~ ا.                      aikuÃأ ab !ai^آ �laÅQO ىc{l ه�.  
And they are rich and ransom all ill deeds 

---------------------- 

Sonnet 55 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

�^proSa� YQ                  � اa�[Sم و� اRkS© ا�ySآaرYg ا�uSه�bÉS Y]اءb اء[bا� ©R� م و�a�[Sا �c  
Not marble, nor the gilded monuments 

 
،qQZ[Sا cQRdSه�ا ا qb [¤أآ [َ®uoَlُ أن q�ug                     qQyuSا [o¦Sه�ا ا qb [¤أآ [uoyO  

Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme; 
 

qQba�uSا Æء \~ ه�N�Sا qb اcgVb }¦l فNO أ�� �k�S      تau^�Sه�ى ا �\ ao�aO ذآ]ك �d�QO m�  
But you shall shine more bright in these contents 

 
]z�S ي�Sب، ا�¦uSا [Q¥ ي[pvSا ©RkSا ~\ �QSو 

qQo^Sن اabVSا                                                   ]ÃN^g [�¥ن ا�abVSا [bو ،Ôryg [ps qb [¤أآ.  
Than unswept stone, besmear'd with sluttish time. 

 
Sب ا[vSا Ìdrlُ qQs،mQÃauySة ا[bcu                        وب �]وس[s mQÃauySا h�vl qQsو  

When wasteful war shall statues overturn, 
 

وcg £ypl اVkSاع ��a�b اapvSرة qb أaiSNZ،                             وcilم اaouSرك ا�a�uS~ اcQ¦uSة،  
And broils root out the work of masonry, 

 
�\ YoSckuSب ا[vSر اa� رس و�ab PQO                   �¥NSان ا[Q� ق[vl qSو � ،PQrSق اVug q^\  

Nor Mars his sword, nor war's quick fire shall burn 
 

.mpO ذآ]اك ا�Sى aQvQO أ�cا                   q�ug أن vl]ق ه�ا اmprS ا�S ~ّvSآ]اك  
The living record of your memory. 

 
 YQوا�ceت وNuSا c��uSو اce نaQrkSت واNuSا Pا� h¥ن                                 رar�Óا  

'Gainst death, and all oblivious enmity 
 

�N إ�S ا�abم، و�scuS دوa�b abن                    cyug ذآ]ك، وcyb� �d�gا�s داa�b autنzyO  
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall still find room 

 
YbدadSل اaQWن ا�NQe mآ ~\                                 �ySا Y^�duSل اaQWا� qQeأ �\  

Even in the eyes of all posterity 
 

YbaQdSم اNg �Sإ aQ�cSا Æه� ~\ aQvyO ~ySم                اNyvuSا ai{ys �`�l �ys ا�رض q�ryO  
That wear this world out to the ending doom. 

 
،qgcSم اNg ~\ Âikl أن �Sا��،                        ه��ا إ[l qb £o�l qQs YbaQdSم اNg �S�\  

So, till the judgment that yourself arise, 
 

qQ�vuSن اNQe ~\ auQdbري، وaoأ� ~\ aًQّs �d�l     Qdl قa¦oSا qQeو\� أ ،aQvyO cQRdSه�ا ا �\h.  
You live in this, and dwell in lovers' eyes. 

 

Sonnet 60 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 
،�RvSa� وش[{uSا ��a¦Sا Nv� اجNbا� �s�yl au^¤b               �RvSوا ��a¦Sا Nv� اجNbا� }\اcyl auآ  

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore, 
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ه��ا mpoyl اQrS] د`rl                                           ،aiyga¥ Nv� akdta]ع أaً�g د`akdta إailagai� �S؛  

So do our minutes hasten to their end; 
 

 ،ai^�` ��b ~ySن اa�b aikb mآ mvl                                 دa�yl mآ،aiyd�O �ySا }b نa�uSل ا  
Each changing place with that which goes before, 

 
.aWهcة إ�S اabÓم aoQuW \� آ}aح Nygا�ayyb ciW ~\     �S{ وs ~\ aoQuW aikQ� �\akl]آaiy إ�S ا�abم  

In sequent toil all forwards do contend. 
 

�}m وا�Yv اaikSر                                     �l¾g abco~ اcQSNS إN� �Sر اaQvSة،Sى ا[g auSas  
Nativity, once in the main of light, 

 
Nv� PsVg ا��kS، و��kg �ys N�vg                             ��kSa� m^�yg qQs، \�ذا yْWَÎNlَ abُ[ ا�agمُ،  

Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crown'd, 
 

azb ��¦ء،أ�ai�Sا qb ]S auQ\ َاب[zSف اNrzSا ©ُS              ،Æcpb c� YuQÅ^Sت اa\Nr�Sرع اaRyl  
Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight, 

 
�aء،oSا qb ]S ab ] ا»نbcg ،©ََي وَه�Sا qbVS[                 واyQ�e ا»ن Ì�zg ،��eى أ�Sن اabVSوإذا ا.  

And Time that gave doth now his gift confound. 
 

ai`a�� qb بa�¦Sة ا[نُ زهabVSا ©^yrg                            ،]uir� بa�¦Sان اN{ke �¦g Ni\  
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth 

 
qQ�pSل اauW ~\ YgازNyuSا cQeapySط اN�� [{vgل،               وaupSا qQ�W �^e م�Ãا� V{vgو  

And delves the parallels in beauty's brow, 
 

��cّs YoQ اau�SلSا ~\ �َْ̈ َ̂�َ ~ySدرة اakSت اakta�Sa� تaydg      ،YoQ��Sا �tads qb ر�� ab mآ �^e ى�¨ygو  
Feeds on the rarities of nature's truth, 

 
.ء إ� pku� ÆcRvQS^[و� Rykg© �~                           و� �~ء NuS Âikgاpkb YiW^[ اaidSر  

And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow: 
 
،muvySa� ي[o� �v¦g Y^�duSا Ykbا�ز ~\ mbا� q�S             �d�QO ،YQOadSا Æcg h¥ى، ر[o� q�Sو  

And yet to times in hope, my verse shall stand 
YQOadSا Æcg h¥ر ،�^ta�\ �^e aQk¤bُ                                �k¨yg كagاVu� [هcSا [�» �Sإ.  

Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand. 
 

Sonnet 73 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

]ى ذ�S اqb mR{S اYkrSإ�� ا»ن \� l                ذ�S اNR\ qb mR{Sل اq�ug ،YkrS أن l]اea¦b ~\ Æ]ي  
That time of year thou mayst in me behold 

 
NO �d�l � qQsى ��{ ورadgت Z}]اء N�g qQs                    YdSaeن اNSرق ا�Z}]، أو اmQ^dS، أو ��~ء،  

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang 
 

Sا Yi�apb ~\ Vil ~ySن، اNR¨Sا �^l �^e adSae،اء،                      �]دNiSا [` �\ Ppl[l وع[{�  
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold, 

 
�NQر ا�QÃ]ة ذات NgمSا aiQ^e �k¥ ،Yu�vb Ygرae فVe �»   .  Y��oSر اNQ�Sا ��aآ ،Ybcib داء[W تaRkb  

aiQ\ ml[l abNg.  
Bare ruined choirs, where late the sweet birds sang. 

 
\� l]ى �}� اaikSر ا�Sى                         \~ آl ~�aQ]ى اS¦}� ا�Sي آaن \~ ذ�S اNQSم  
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In me thou see'st the twilight of such day 
 

�co أ\Nل ا�u¦S \� اS¨]ب �g                               ���ygوي \~ اS¨]ب m¤b اco� �u¦S اS¨]وب،  
As after sunset fadeth in the west; 

 
،cQo� نa�b �Sا إcgا روcgء روau^¬Sا Y^Q^Sا aه��¾l                     mQ^Sا Y�^s aog[O ]� ©ه�yS—  

Which by and by black night doth take away, 
 

�Nي اQupS{ \~ هcوءg ي�Sت اNu^S [ ا»�]WNSا £Qs.  ]ysرا �\ m�Sى اN�g YQ�a¤Sت اNuSرة اNZ mQ^Sوا.  
Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.  

 
©i^Sا �Sذ c`Nl ديNWى \~ و[lو                                             �ySر اakSى وه� ا[l �\  

In me thou see'st the glowing of such fire, 
 

،]�a�� دabر �^e د ا»نcuyg ي�Sا                                           ai�a�� دabر �^e ت[dyOا  
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie, 

 
،~iykg أن c� � £Qs ،تNuSا [g[O �^e ]�¾آ                          ،[Qا�� �{kSا ×{^yS تNuSاش ا[\ �^e ai�¾آ  

As the death-bed, whereon it must expire, 
 

^e تay`ي ا�Sء ا~¦Sا �{k� aً�^iyrb]Q .                                 aوه�¨g نaآ ab mآ aiQ^e �lأ c`و.  
Consumed with that which it was nourish'd by. 

 
،cQo� cs �Sإ agN` ��s mopg ي�Sء ا~¦Sه�ا ا ~ol ى،              أ��N`أ ��s mopg Nرك ه�ا، وهcl  

This thou perceiv'st, which makes thy love more strong, 
 

©g[` aue auys ]`رa{yO ي�Sه�ا ا ،m�\أ m�¦� ©vl �^opgى    وNiSل �� اN�g qS qQs adQue ©vl au{Qآ.  
To love that well, which thou must leave ere long. 

 

Sonnet 76 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

ctaR` وc�l ذاauSة؟cgcpSع اc�Sا qb aًbaul YQSa� ؟                  يcgcW mء آag[آ� qb hde c` ى[o� hS  
Why is my verse so barren of new pride, 

 
و¥cا �cQoا qe آNkl mع وآ�s [Q¨l m؟                     �cgcة اqe co�S اQ¨yS]ات أو اa�^dySت اYog[rS؟  

So far from variation or quick change? 
 

ak�abور \~ زcg ab �Sه~ إa�yل ا�Nvyg � ذاauSو                     �SNs �{^lذا � اauS رNi¦Sا [b �^eو  
Why with the time do I not glance aside 

 
\� اqe £v�S أN^Oب gcs£ وl]اآY�g[¥ ©Q؟                           qb اakuSه� اY¤gcvS، واyS]اآQ© اY�g[¨S؟  

To new-found methods, and to compounds strange? 
 

،aأ� auآ m|وأ ،Ydg[�Sا �{k� aًutدا ©yذا أآauS                   ،air{� اcا أ�[�\ ،[�{Sا �{� abدو Ìذا أ�auS  
Why write I still all one, ever the same, 

 
،Y\NS¾uSا Ydg[�Sa� cgcpSا Y¥aQZ �^e aً¬\avb                  ف[e c` a�NÃ اعc�Óا ��Sوأ  

And keep invention in a noted weed, 
 

�� �uOa~ آm اau^�Sت،kl رتaZ �ys                            ،�uOa� ��kl دa�l YuQ^آ mت آc¥ �ys  
That every word doth almost tell my name, 

 
�Qb qe YvR{bدهa، واcRuSر ا�Sى أ�^aid؟                               وclل cSNb �^eهa، وaiy�kb �^e؟  

Showing their birth, and where they did proceed? 
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،aًutدا �ke ©yأآ ~kأ� ،VgVoSا ©Q�vSا aigف أ[oy^\ ،Æ»     ،�ke ©yأآ autأ�� دا ©^dSا ©Q�s ag h^eإ� ا  
O! know sweet love I always write of you, 

 
�¬yO ©vS؛وأ�� أ�� واYgcا�� ~ysى                  ن أ�]وcQR` عN�Nb abدو ©vSوأ�� أ�� وا—  

And you and love are still my argument; 
 
YugcdSت اau^�^S cgcpSء اar�Sا Nه ~kk�ug ab m�\وأن أ    ،©Q¦` بN¤� �QyoSا h^�Sس اa�Sإ Nى هcke ab [Qz\  

So all my best is dressing old words new, 
 

b]bاczyOا ��O ab ة أ�]ى[b aًbczyr                         m�` qb �d{أ� �kآ ab YQ�aÃ ad{kb.  
Spending again what is already spent: 

 
،Yugc`ة وcgcW مNg mآ �u¦Sن اN�l au^¤u\                     ،مNg mآ �\ Yugc`ة وcgcW �u¦Sأن ا au�\  

For as the sun is daily new and old, 
 

augc` ]y�yآ ab ~�Q�s qe ©yأآ �Sزab                         cgcW qb abدو ]gو[g ،Æروا ab ��s �{ا� ab ه��ا.  
So is my love still telling what is told. 

 

Sonnet 97 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

 ]�a¦g ab c¦S،�ke ~�aQ¥ ءay¦Sا                                         �aQ¥ �ke نaء آay¦Saآ�  
How like a winter hath my absence been 

 
��dي ا��Sم اaoSا ~\ PQRSا Ypi� ag                                            ة[�aoSا YkrSا Yoyb ag!  

From thee, the pleasure of the fleeting year! 
 

!أي �]ودة �cgcة أaiyrrs، وآl h]اءت |^Yu ا�agم        ،�gة رأ[i{�b مagوأى أ ،ai� ت[o� ة[g[o¦` أى  
What freezings have I felt, what dark days seen! 

 
!أي a�gب Æ[¦kg د�urg] اNpoSز \~ آa�b mن                        ]SNن وذ�N�aى آ[e أ�� ذه�� �SNsو!  

What old December's bareness everywhere!  
 

،ak`[y\ا qQs PQRSا ~\ akآ                                            PQRSأوان ا akن أوا�aآ ��aQ¥ �` q�Sو  
And yet this time removed was summer's time; 

 
،�k¨Sا cgاVyb [u¤Sض اaQ\ Pg[zSن اaوآ                             [Q\NSا ©RzSa� دNSNSا Pg[zSوا  

The teeming autumn, big with rich increase, 
 

،}Q�[Sا ~\ �vdSُ ~ySا mQZavuSا akS muvg                          بa�¦Sا YoQb �\ بNo^Sى اNoSا mus }�g  
Bearing the wanton burden of the prime, 

 
a�» ةa\و co� ونcSNg qg�Sا mbل ا�راa{�¾؛آhit                      aهcQO ةa\و co� �^b[l qb hs[آ:  

Like widow'd wombs after their lords' decease: 
 

~S وc�g نaآ [Q\NSد اaRvSه�ا ا q�S                                  إ� �S c�g hS رمaoSج اaykSأن ه�ا ا cQ�  
Yet this abundant issue seemed to me 

 
 mbأ m¤b؛hءهa�» واcd\ qg�Sا Yiآa\و ، �bayQSا                      hiS ءa�» � cSم، ووaygد أ�Qu� [g�kآ—  

But hope of orphans, and unfathered fruit; 
 

�ن اPQRS و�S }QuWا�y�vZ �\ Æ�t                         �ن اPQRS وأ\]اcuyog ]sان e^� وNWدك،  
For summer and his pleasures wait on thee, 

 
�NQر؛Sا �ys aًybaZ [QRg ء~� m�\ a�ta¥ �kذا آ�\           �ke ©ta¥ cQo� وأ�� :�y�O c` رNQ�Sا �ys.  

And, thou away, the very birds are mute: 
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وإذا �cت \^qvS aikv ا�k¨l aiyouO N^\                ،�O~ \�ن N�g ailNZن ÄsNb اak¨Sء  

Or, if they sing, 'tis with so dull a cheer, 
 
.وا�وراق `aeV\ ��v� c �ن اay¦Sء c` aikb د�a     وc�lو أوراق اY�sa� [p¦S، آ¾�zl ai¦� ا`y]اب اay¦Sء  

That leaves look pale, dreading the winter's near. 
 

Sonnet 116 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

Y`دaRSا aر�a�\أ qQ� اوجVySا ~\ ~kآ[yl �             YQ\NSب اa�Sاج ا�Nl mQ�O �\ �kecl �  
Let me not to the marriage of true minds 

 
mQ`ا[oSa� [`أ           a�s نN�g � ©vSa\ ؛ �tاNoSا �Sإ �Q�O ُأَدَع :a�s ©vSا �Q^\  
Admit impediments. Love is not love 

 
]S لNvySا N^vg abcke لNvyg إن              ]QSإ ai^Q�O ات[Q¨yuSا cpl abcke [Q¨l إذا 

Which alters when it alteration finds, 
 

�vuQ\ Nvug auS aeN�� ~kvأو إ�.                     ]Sزوا �¨�g qb cke والV^S aQرا� qe�g أو.  
Or bends with the remover to remove: 

 
�y�Ã c` رةaإ� ©vSا auت                           �، إ�a�¤Sا Ygcأ� Yb�e ]إ� ،� ،Æأوا 

O, no! it is an ever-fixed mark, 
 

 No^S [¬klاPZ و� Vyil أ�cا،                             l]`© اNoSاPZ دون أن VeVylع،
That looks on tempests and is never shaken; 

 
،YutaiSا q{rSل �[ اcyrl hp� Nه                             ،YutaiSا q{rSا m�S hpkSإ�[ ا 

It is the star to every wandering bark, 
 

ÆN^e رةav�Sا �dg وإن Æ[QÃ¾l ف[og �    ]ea{lار Y\[ob h¥ر Æرc` نar�Óف ا[og � ي�Sا hpkSا.  
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken. 

 
}dg وإن ،qbVSا YآNvأ� ©vSا �QSو                        ��aآ NS �ys ،qbVSا Y�NoSأ ©vSا �QS 

 �}aه[ و�cودÆ اNSردc�                                          YgاÆ وÃ¨]Æ اNSردى ،
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 

 
~\ Yo`وا �kvkuSا ]^pkb ىcb �\                                 ،Ydَ�ِ�ْuُSا ]^pkb Y��`  

Within his bending sickle's compass come; 
 

،]QSaQS أو qbVSت اaeaO VQWو �\ ©vSل اNvyg ر،              و�aRdSا ]oQ�aOوأ ]laear� [Q¨yg � ©vSa\ 
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, 

 
YbaQdSا Y\as �ys ومcg بN�zSا h¥ر m�                 ]�NkgcSا Y\as �Sإ ÆagاN� ~\ ai¬{vg ]k�S.  

But bears it out even to the edge of doom. 
 

،]�aه[� ��Ã �^eه�ا و a��� q�g إن    ،¾�zSن ه�ا اaه[� aأ� �kوآ ،aÅ�a� [bن ه�ا ا�aآ N^\ 
If this be error and upon me proved, 

 
©sأ mWو� ر � ،abNg �u¬� �\              اcأ� Î©sََن أarا، و� إ�cأ� aًÅQ� ��yآ c` نNأآ �\ 

I never writ, nor no man ever loved. 
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Sonnet 131 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

 �ydQds ~ة، وهc�yrb أ��،aiQ^e أ�� ~ySا                                       YQ¥a� ،أ�� auأ�� آ—N^Saآ�lا  
Thou art as tyrannous, so as thou art,  

 
qi^opl آ�]agء اaQOa` qOavuSت،               m¤b أو�ÅS اhio\cg qg�S ا�Vyeاز �hiSaup إ�S أن N�N�gا `arة  

As those whose beauties proudly make them cruel; 
 

\¾h^e اakSس أ�� �¾�� dS^�� اa�s P�cuS                        وأ�� cQW qQ\[olاً أ�� \~ `^�~ اuS¨]م اN¨¦uSف  
For well thou know'st to my dear doting heart 

 
aoQuW aاه] وأ¥�هNpSا muWوأ¥                                                 أ muWه]ةأNW �^.  

Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel. 
 

وq�S اg qub Âo�S]و�� Ndgل aR^zb              ور¥h ذÂo�\ ،�S اakSس NSNdgن ����ص g abcke]و��،  
Yet, in good faith, some say that thee behold, 

 
. أن �iWNS �QS اa�kyOع أ�qQ اNiSى،                           إن وO» �QS �iW]اً �l [Q¤g au¾وهaت ا��aoS؛   

Thy face hath not the power to make love groan; 
 

�NÅن،zb hi�¾� لNdSا �^e ئ[yWأن أ }Q�yOأ � aل،             وأ��� �^e hi�¾� hiS لNdSا �^e أ[Wو� أ  
To say they err I dare not be so bold, 

 
�S�� hr`أ ~k��\ ه�ا }bا وcQsن وNأآ abcke ~r{� مabأ            �r{� qQو� �kQ� �Sذ �^e hr`أ�� أ NSو.  

Although I swear it to myself alone. 
 

،hr`أ ~k��\ ،aÅ�a� �QS �Sأن ذ qأ�]ه ~�Sو                        ،Yذ�aآ �rQS �kQug أن qb �ÃNyOا auQوآ  
And to be sure that is not false I swear, 

 
،Ìd\ �iWي \~ و[Q�{l [Rsأ abcke ،تaوه¾ySإن «�ف ا      ،�iWو �\ [Q�{ySد ا[pu� ،qQأ� PSأ ��[�pg  

A thousand groans, but thinking on thy face, 
 

ci¦QS واN^l cs «�]،              وه~ Ye[rb �s�yl واcsة إÃ] ا��]ى، ه~ اN�l ~ySن �aهcا  
One on another's neck, do witness bear 

 
~u�s qe �c� ،muWا� Nادك هNO أن �^e                               �u�s لapb �\ ا�روع Nادك هNO أن.  

Thy black is fairest in my judgment's place. 
 

qQ^o{l ab ىNO داء \~ �~ءNO �rS إ��                               ،�Sao\ �\ داء إ�NO أ�� au\  
In nothing art thou black save in thy deeds, 

 
qg[�«ءة اaOإ ،cdyeأ auQ\ أc�l ،�^l �Sao\أ qbو                       �Q\ qo�Sا hp� ،أرى auQ\ ،aikeو.  

And thence this slander, as I think, proceeds. 
 

Sonnet 148 

Gabra                                                               Tawfeeq 
 

،~Oرأ ~\ ©vSا aioن و�NQe أي ،~S aًواه                         Æ�gو !�Oرأ �\ ©vSو�{ ا c` qQkQe أى  
O me! what eyes hath Love put in my head, 

 
!^Q[� a�QRlن رؤaodl ab Ygن l                                e^� اNyl � ~ySاb mZ{ اkS¬] اºQvRS؛  

Which have no correspondence with true sight; 
 

،hQ^rSا h�vSا �^e ~lرc` �{yا� qg¾\ ،ى[l ��aآ ab ى    وإذا�Sراح ادراآ� ا c` qg¾\ ،نa�QRl ��aأو إن آ  
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Or, if they have, where is my judgment fled, 
 

Ùdykg آ��ydQds �^e ]�ag[l ab a[؟  �ys أ�v�Z أ��� \~ اe h�vS^� اS¦~ء اºQvRS ا�Sي l]اÆ اNQoSن؟  
That censures falsely what they see aright? 

 
�ayÅن،zuSي اakQe ai� �ْ{َِ̈ �ُ ~ySا �^l ،Y^QuW ��aآ ab ن    \�ذاayذ�a�Sى اakQe ]d¦ol ab �QuW نaذا آ�\  

If that be fair whereon my false eyes dote, 
 

aike aQ�cSل اN` ]Qkog ي�Sا au\ ؟�Sآ� �rQS ai؟                  أ��Sذ �^e سakSا [�kg ذاauS  
What means the world to say it is not so? 

 
�Sذ �Sاً إcQW ©vSا [Q¦g فNr\ ،ه��ا q�l hS ن�\               �^e نaه[� ©vSa\ إذن ،�QuW q�g hS وإذا  

If it be not, then love doth well denote 
 

vuSا qQe ن�[�» Nv� �^e }QupSا Æا[g auQ\ abaul Y`دaZ �rQS ©    نNQoآ Y�taZ �rQS ©vSا qQe أن  
�،. اakSس  

Love's eye is not so true as all men's: no, 
 

،Y`دaZ ©vuSا qQe نN�l PQن ه�ا؟ آN�g PQآ                    c`و ©QRl أن ©vSا qQoS أ�� ،�Sذ aiS أ��  
How can it? O! how can Love's eye be true,  

 
�] �ai اirS] واbcS{ اQ¤�S]؟                     وه~ Ã¾yb]ة إ�S أ�YSa��� cs co اkS¬] و�NbcSaع؟  

That is so vexed with watching and with tears? 
 

\� رؤpe �،�yg© إذن أ�a أ��¾ت                                         \� pe© إذن NS أ��¾تُ \auQ أرى  
No marvel then, though I mistake my view; 

 
.\l � air{� �u¦Sa]ى أو dkl¦{ اNQ¨Sم qb اaurSء   \�u¦Sa �}lُ � air]ى cQWاً إ� �N{Rl abco اaurSء  

The sun itself sees not, till heaven clears. 
 
،�uoSه�ا ا ~\ }bcSa� ~kyQdآ]، أ�auSا ©vSا aigآ]ا    أ            أab a�s ag !�ÅS }bcSa� �kyQueا  

O cunning Love! with tears thou keep'st me blind, 
 

YuÃ«ءك اa�!qrvl اakQoSن ا��NQe a{¦�y\ ،[¬kS اYuQbcS             آl �Q]ى akQeي، إن ºّZ اkS¬]، أ�  
Lest eyes well-seeing thy foul faults should find. 
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